Investigating the elementary process of diffusion revealed that the De Broglie hypothesis is really valid in a material and further that the Schrödinger equation is reasonably derived from the diffusion equation. The diffusion equation is thus one of the fundamental equations in physics. The problem between a moving coordinate system and a fixed coordinate system for the diffusion equation had never been discussed until recently in the history of diffusion theory. In that situation, it is revealed that investigating the problem between those coordinate systems is indispensable for understanding the diffusion phenomena. The new findings obtained here, which are revolutionary in the existing diffusion theory, will be not only dominant but also indispensable for further advance in the diffusion study.
Introduction
The solutions of thermal conduction equation proposed by Fourier show that the temperature distribution in a material satisfies the parabolic law (Fourier, 1822) . Based on the fact that the concentration distribution of micro particles resulting from the diffusion experiments also satisfies the parabolic law, Fick proposed that the Fourier's thermal conduction equation is applicable to diffusion phenomena as it is (Fick, 1855) . In that case, the temperature and the coefficient of thermal conductivity in a material were rewritten into the concentration ( ) , C t r of micro particles and the diffusivity D in the time t and space ( , , ) r x y z = . Under the condition of nonexistence of the sink and source relevant to micro particles concerned, the diffusion flux ( , ) ,
have been thus accepted as the Fick's first law and the Fick's second law, corresponding to the thermal flux and thermal conduction equation. In those days, the diffusivity D was conceived as a physical constant corresponding to the coefficient of thermal conductivity. In Equations (1) and (2) After the Fick's proposition, the extended Fick's second law given by
has been also accepted as a law applicable to such a case that D depends on ( ) , C t r . When D is acceptable as a physical constant, Equation (3) is naturally consistent with Equation (2).
The temperature distribution is a physical quantity relevant to the thermal state quantity. On the other hand, the concentration distribution is a real quantity of micro particles in a material. The diffusion is caused by the exchange of position between a micro particle and a micro hole, which is composed of a vacancy and/or an interstice among micro particles, for each other. It is thus considered that the space of diffusion region moves relatively against the diffusion region outside. In fact, the diffusion flux of vacancies is conceived in the existing diffusion theory and also the experimental result of Kirkendall effect shows that the diffusion region space moves against the diffusion region outside (Kirkendall, 1947) .
The problem between a moving coordinate system and a fixed coordinate system for the diffusion equation had never been discussed until recently in the history of diffusion theory. However, it is obvious that the relative motion of micro particles and micro holes in the diffusion region inside is expressed by such a moving coordinate system that the coordinate origin is set at a point in the space of diffusion region (Okino, 2014; Okino, Cho, & Yamada, 2017; Cho, Yamada, & Okino, 2018) . On the other hand, the experimental data correspond to the solutions of diffusion equation expressed by a fixed coordinate system in the diffusion region outside because of the experimental observation outside the diffusion region. Therefore, the discussion about the coordinate transformation is indispensable for investigating the analytical solutions and the experimental results.
Recently, the elementary process of diffusion and the coordinate transformation of diffusion equation were investigated and some dominant findings were obtained then (Okino, 2011 (Okino, , 2013 (Okino, , 2015 (Okino, , 2018 . In those findings, it is a revolutionary finding that the diffusion Equation (2) (2) and (3) is only a phase shift between their solutions resulting from the relative velocity between the coordinate origins of the moving and fixed coordinate systems used for Equations (2) and (3). Equation (2) is thus mathematically equivalent to Equation (3). It is obvious that analyzing Equation (2) is superior in calculation to Equation (3) (Okino, 2011 (Okino, , 2018 .
In history, the diffusion flux had been accepted as a law proposed by Fick for a long time. In theory, however, the diffusion flux should be determined by integrating the continuous equation with respect to the space. The Fick's first law is thus incomplete without an integral constant relevant to the integral calculation. Einstein used the Fick's first law in the theory of Brown motion (Einstein, 1905) . The paradox caused by using the Fick's first law in the Einstein's Brown theory will be clarified using the new diffusion theory in the text.
Investigating the Markov process (Markov, 1960) reveals that Equation (2) is valid in a moving coordinate system, even if D depends on ( ) , C t r (Okino, 2018) . Subsequently, Equation (3) is reasonably obtained by the coordinate transformation of Equation (2). Further, the continuous equation shows that the diffusion flux is reasonably determined from Equation (3) obtained here.
There is often such a case that a relation is universally valid under a given condition in accordance with an empirical rule in physics. If we cannot theoretically demonstrate its validity then, it has been accepted as a law in physics.
We can hardly encounter such a matter that a physical law having been accepted as a reasonable one for a long time is actually not in conformity with the condition of a law in physics. As mentioned above, it will be concretely revealed in the following that the Fick's second law as well as the Fick's first law does not satisfy the condition of a law in physics. At the same time, some new findings resulting from the coordinate transformation theory of the diffusion equation, which are not only dominant but also indispensable for further advance of the diffusion study, are discussed in accordance with the fundamental theory in physics.
Diffusion Equation of a Moving Coordinate System
The coordinate origin of ( ) , t r is set at an arbitrary point of space in a material. Using the normalized concentration ( ) , C t r of an element in a material, the relation of
is valid in accordance with the Markov process (Markov, 1960) . The diffusion equation of
is obtained by the Taylor expansion of the above relation (Okino, 2013) . In general, the diffusivity D of Equation (2') depends on ( ) , C t r , because of the arbitrariness of a coordinate origin set in the diffusion region space. The concept of vacancy flux in theory and the Kirkendall effect in experimentation show that the diffusion region space moves (Kirkendall, 1947) . It is, therefore, obvious that Equation (2') is valid in a moving coordinate system regardless of whether D depends on ( ) , C t r or not (Okino, 2018) .
The Schrödinger equation (Schrödinger, 1026) , which is the most important one in the quantum mechanics, was derived from using the De Broglie hypothesis of the matter wave (De Broglie, 1923) Vol. 11, No. 1; 2019 was also derived from investigating the elementary process of diffusion, regardless of the De Broglie hypothesis (Okino, 2013) . The universal expression of diffusivity, which is applicable to a material in the arbitrary thermal state, given by
was obtained by using D of Equation (2') then (Okino, 2018) . In Equation (4),
exp Q k T − is the well-known Boltzmann factor in a material with an activation energy Q at an absolute temperature T (Boltzmann, 1872) , and U is a potential energy relevant to such a force ( )
as a driving force and/or an external force acting on micro particles in the diffusion field concerned, including an entropy effect U 0 =ST. Further,  , N A and n are the Planck constant, the Avogadro constant and a molecular weight. In the actual case, D of Equation (2') should be thus replaced by that of Equation (4).
Diffusion Equation of a Fixed Coordinate System
Applying a differentiable vector ( ) , J t r , which is a flux of physical quantity ( ) , C t r per unit time and unit square, to the Gauss theorem yields the continuous equation of
in time t and space ( , , ) r x y z = under the condition of nonexistence of sink and source relevant to the physical quantity.
The extended Fick's second law has been accepted as
in the diffusion theory. Taking account of the Fick's first law of Equation (1), we define the new diffusion flux given by
where the diffusion flux ( ) J t depends only on t and the diffusion flux eq J does not depend on ( , , , ) t x y z . In other words, eq ( ) J t J + of Equation (6) corresponds to a mathematical integral constant of the differential Equation (5) (Okino, 2015) . Equation (3) is then reasonably obtained by substituting Equation
Here, note that there is no such concept as a moving coordinate system in the Gauss theorem. This means that Equation (5) is expressed as a fixed coordinate system. Therefore, Equation (3) obtained here is also expressed as a fixed coordinate system.
Coordinate Transformation Theory of Diffusion Equation
Here, we define a moving coordinate system ( ) 
The relation (2') indicates that the gradient of diffusivity corresponds to a velocity of diffusion particle in the local space dV dxdydz
resulting from the derivative of Equation (4) 
. In a given local space, the jumping frequency of a diffusion particle is statistical. In the diffusion region at a given time, the diffusion space moves with a velocity v as a whole, corresponding to jumping of diffusion particles in the diffusion region, because of the continuousness and no mass of diffusion region space composed of micro holes.
In the experimentation of diffusion, under the condition of being able to neglect the shape variation of the diffusion specimen, the total number of micro particles on a cross section perpendicular to a proceeding direction of diffusion is conserved with good approximation. In that case, using the normalized concentration j C ( 1,2, , ) j M =  for M elements on the cross section, the relation of
is usually accepted. Under the condition of Equation (8), it was revealed that the relation between the diffusivities relevant to the M elements given by
is valid as a mathematical operator in the differential equation (Okino, 2014 (Okino, , 2015 . This means that the above differential equations without the suffix j hold for each of M elements in the diffusion region by replacing D with D  .
The one-to-one correspondence of the positional exchange between a diffusion particle and a micro hole results in the relation of
in the differential equation. Substituting Equation (10) into Equation (7) yields
By using the diffusion Equation (2') derived from the Markov process, the extended Fick's second law expressed by Equation (3) is reasonably obtained here. At this point, the Fick's second law becomes baseless as a law in physics.
Equation (10) gives the evidence that micro particles randomly move in a material even if such a force F as a driving force and/or an external one acts on them. Therefore, Equation (10) resulting from the coordinate transformation theory has an important concept in the diffusion phenomena. The diffusion flux relevant to Equation (3) expressed by a fixed coordinate system corresponds to Equation (6). The inverse transformation from Equation (3) into Equation (2') is naturally possible (Okino, 2018) . The diffusion flux relevant to Equation (2') yielding ( )
is a moving coordinate system (Okino, 2015) .
In the previous work (Okino, 2014; Okino, Cho, & Yamada, 2017; Cho, Yamada, & Okino, 2018) , the Kirkendall effect was reasonably understood by using the diffusion flux ( ) J t of diffusion region space for interdiffusion problems. Further, it was also revealed that the existence of ( ) J t causes the random movement of micro particles in the diffusion field, even if an external force as well as a driving force acts on micro particles, regardless of the force orientation. The intrinsic diffusion flux eq J is an indispensable concept for understanding a self-diffusion problem satisfying 0 C ∇ = and ( ) 0 J t = or 0 v = in Equation (6) or (11) (Okino, 2015) . The Fick's first law is thus physically incomplete without an initial and/or boundary value eq ( ) J t J + for the differential Equation (5).
In other words, it is obvious that the Fick's first law does not have the universality as a law in physics.
Taking no account of the problem of coordinate system for the diffusion flux, Einstein derived the diffusivity of Vol. 11, No. 1; 2019 from using the relations of diffusion flux J v C = and force F k v = relevant to the velocity v in analyzing the Brown motion (Einstein, 1905 (10) and is valid in the arbitrary state during diffusion then.
Conclusions and Discussion
Investigating the elementary process of diffusion revealed that the diffusion equation is an essential equation not only in the diffusion phenomena but also in the fundamental physics in relation to the matter wave and the Schrödinger equation (Okino, 2013 (Okino, , 2018 . The diffusion equation as well as the diffusion flux has been accepted as a law proposed by Fick in 1855 until now. In the present work, however, it was revealed that the Fick's first law does not have the universality as a law in physics and that the extended Fick's second law is reasonably derived from the Markov process. It is thus obvious that the Fick's laws are not in conformity with the condition of a law in physics. Hereafter, it will be thus unsuitable that the phrases of the Fick' first law and Fick's second law are used for the diffusion flux and diffusion equation.
The descriptions relevant to the Fick's laws are widely found in a lot of textbooks, technical journals and books, encyclopedias, electric media, and so on. The matter itself causes such a serious and social problem that a lot of people will be continuously influenced by the wrong descriptions in the published matters, if we leave it unsolved. Thus, we have a responsibility to solve the problem for a lot of people. First of all, making the matter universally known for specialists in physics as soon as possible should be indispensable for solving the problem.
Hereinbefore, the new fundamental theory in diffusion phenomena was established in accordance with the coordinate transformation theory for the diffusion equation. At the same time, it was revealed that Equation (3) is mathematically equivalent to Equation (2'). Hereafter, Equation (2'), which is superior in calculation to analyzing Equation (3), will be thus widely used as a fundamental equation for analyzing various diffusion problems.
